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The Effects brought 
by the mobile computers

Although the information technology (IT) market is said to be

in a slump, from the perspective of an engineer, these are

interesting times for IT.  The increase in the speed of computer

performance has been in the order of several hundred fold or

even several thousand fold in these ten years.  As a direct

consequence of this, computer devices are rapidly being

miniaturized.  While any technology has its "peak", no other

technology has improved as rapidly as IT.  Such enormous

quantitative change will necessarily lead to qualitative change.

New types of computers that are ent i rely di f ferent f rom

conventional computers will likely appear in succession.

One recent qualitative change in computer technology is the

proliferation of mobile computers.  Although until several years

ago, one needed to go to places where a computer was located

to obtain information services, today services may be obtained

wherever a person may happen to be.  The relationship between

human beings and computers has changed enormously in a

manner that is comparable to the transition from the geocentric

theory to the heliocentric theory.

The development of mobile computers greatly increases the

importance of location information.  For example, in recent years

one does not ask "Who's speaking?" on a mobile phone.  The far

more normal question is "Where are you?"  Similarly, information

services will be intricately related to spatial location.  In the past,

only the fact that concepts of space or body will lose their

significance due to the advance of information technology has

been emphasized.  However, since we exist and move around in

real space, the relationship between information and space

should be considered to be far more complex.

For example, the global positioning system (GPS, a satellite

positioning system) pinpoints a given spatial location with a high

degree of accuracy.  The system was extremely expensive until

several years ago and was irrelevant to personal computers for

family use.  However, the recent rapid drop in the price of the

system has led to the emergence of GPS chips that are built into

cellular phones.  This has enabled such service interfaces as

searching for a bus stop that is closest to the user.  In earlier

search systems, the user needed to input information such as

"from where".  However, with the new technology, information

from the built-in GPS receiver may be used, which dramatically

reduces the communication overhead.  In this application, GPS is

used as a standard input device of the future for personal

computers.

Another function that a mobile computer is expected to have

is the capability of users to employ it "while doing something

else".  Ironically, the fact that computers constantly follow us

around makes it difficult for us to concentrate on them.  Were we

indeed to concentrate on computers, they would take up all of

our time.

Current cellular phone services inherit their interface styles

from the conventional personal computer interfaces.  People who

are busy speaking on a mobile phone may fall down the stairway

or from the platform at train stations.  What we really need is an

appropriate interface that allows people to use mobile phones

"while doing something else".  The fact that the interface of a

mobile phone requires only one hand is a significant step

forward.  However, what is being sought for recently is the

concept of "hands-free" that enables operation without using the

hands as exemplified by the wearable computer shown on the

following page.  In any case, the user interface of mobile

computers has ample room for improvement, as for example,

through voice input, the use of gestures and the five senses.

The evolution of mobile computers is heading beyond the

meaning of the word "personal".  A mobile computer will

become a tool that is closely attached to an individual, not to be

shared with any other person.  This change may be described as
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an "intimate" relationship between computers and their users.  The word "intimate" may be used

to mean "innermost, deep within, private".  Mobile phones have speed dial functions and store

information concerning the users' friends and associates.  Recording such private information

about friends and associates is possible only because a user has exclusive use of the phone.

Examples that are typical of intimate tools are dentures or eye glasses.  These represent the

extension or reinforcement of a person's body through technology.  Wearable computers that

have been mentioned earlier, may be considered an extension of this idea.  They may be

considered informational garments that are connected to a network.  If there wasn't the risk of

misunderstanding, this may be called "cyborg" technology.  Many people may be apprehensive

about the sudden use of the word cyborg.  However, from the perspective of a computer, there

are times when viewing the human body as a machine is convenient.  Generally speaking,

people have different personalities and it is extremely difficult to create an interface that can

satisfy all users.  For this reason, it is much easier to create a standardized interface between the

system and the machine that includes the human user and leave the resolution of the interface

between the machine and human being to each individual user.

This concept may be seen to be a story in the far and distant future.  However, the JR Suica

card holder is a person who is capable of exchanging an ID code with the ticket punching

system and a mobile phone holder is a person to whom a keyboard is attached.  Such people

who are equipped with electronic devices are capable of making use of various services with

utmost ease.  When we walk outdoors, we wear clothes.  In a similar manner, when we walk in

the urban space of the future, we ought to be wearing informational garments.

The word "mobile" tends to give the impression of ultimate technology in miniaturization.

However, the space that will be inhabited by humans wearing mobile computers is extremely

extensive.  Computers that have been relegated to staying indoors will head outdoors.  This is a

significant change that is comparable to organisms that had long evolved in the ocean making

their way to dry land.  While this may seem paradoxical, as IT advances, the relationship

between real space and informational space is likely to deepen.

There is a technical term "mixed reality".  This refers to the fact that having either the aspect

of reality or of virtual reality is not sufficient for this world.  The true cause of the current slump

in the IT market may be because IT technology that has enormous potential has been trapped

into a box called the computer.  Pure information is not sufficient to constitute a business.  A

feasible business is born when business in the real world joins hands with information and

telecommunications technology.  The common features of the transportation industry and

information and telecommunications industry are certainly not limited to commonality based on

the word "mobile".
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